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f: H -+ f{l
be a Hilbert space over the reals and let
be a function of class Cl• We have shown in
III that the differential equation
~~ = - T(u(t)), u(O) = u o
(T = grad f) has global solutions if
2i) <T(x)-'r(y),x-y> ~ cllx-y I! , c> 0
f is bounded from below;
T is locally Lipschitzian.
ii)
iii)
To be precise, in [1;Th.3] we heve assumed f to be
of class C2 and f" to be locally bounded. However, the
hypothesis f" is locally bounded implies that f'= T
is locally Lipschit~ian, and this is what matters to show
existence and uniqueness.
The condition i) implies that f is strictly convex
and i) and ii) together imply that f has a unique
critical point. If u(t) = u(t;u ), t > 0, is the solu-
0 -
tion of (1) through u then u(t) converges in the
0
norm topology to the critical point of f when t tends
to infinity.
In practic~ it is not possible to solve the differen-
tial equation (1), so the theorem stated above does not
give a method for finding the solutions of Tu = O. 'I'hi.s
45
is why we need an iterative procedure. In this paper we
« »study the convergence of the so called steepest descent
aproximations of Tu = O. From now on we make the fol-
lowing assumptions on f and T = f':
i) <T(x)-T(y) ,x-y> > c Ilx-YI12,c > 0 (2)-
i. e. , T is strongly monotone.
ii) II T(x) - T(y)" .::.k·llx-yll, k > 0, (3)
i.e. , T satisfies a global Lipschitz condition.
iii) f is bounded from below.
Let x E H and let uo 0 T(x). Inductively, we de-o
fine
x = x - t un+l n n n
where u
n
T(x) and t is defined by the condition
n n
t > O} = f(x -t u) (5)
n n n
We will give condition under which




1~~~_1 The sequence (un)' un E H, defined above
satisfies the orthogonality condition
< U , u 1> =0 (6)n n+
Proof. Define g(t) = f(x ~tu). Thenn n
g'(t ) = < T(x -t u ), -u>n n n n n o = <u l'-u >n+ n
(by (5) , t is a critical point of g) •n
1:!!i~_g i) The sequence (u ) satisfies the cond~-n
tion
ii) The sequence (t) satisfiesn
Proof. We have
2 2II u ii' + IIu II ,n+ n
from (6),
2 2~ k IIxn+1 - xnl
= k2t211u f, from (4).n n
o .s Ilun+1112 ~ IlunI12(k2t;- 1) and
from (3)
Thus, t ;:.11k.n-
No~ from (2) and (6) we get:
<u - u ,x 1 - x > = <u - u , - t u >n+1 n n+ n n+1 n n n
= t Ilu 112 > cl/x 1 - x 12n n - n+ n ct
211u f .n n
Thus,




(u) converges to zero andn
2k2 (f(x) - f'{x 1)) (9)c n xn+
Proof. \fe have
f(Xn) - f(xn+1) = f(xn) - f(xn - tnXn)
t...
- J ~ f(x - tu )dt
o dt n n
~
J <T(x -tu) ,u >dto n n n
~ 1J <T(x -tu )-T(x ),(t -t)u >(t -t)- dto n n n-sI n n n
(this follows from (6) )
t",
2 t)dt, (2)~ J c ~un II (tn - fromC
cllu ft2(2-1)n n
-1 -211 112 from (8).> c·2·k u- n
This concludes the proof of (9).
Tg~Q~N Let H be a Hilbert space and let f:H~Rl
be a function of class Cl, bounded from below and
satisfying conditions (2) and (3). Let (x) be then
se~uence defined in (4). Then (xn) converges to the
critical point v of f and
IIunll k,r(2)Ilv - x II < -- < -:::;;"7"':'\.. (f(x) - f'{x 1)) (10)n - c - C\l ~C) n n+
Proof. Since T(v) = 0, we obtain from (2):
Thus, using (9)
Ilv - x II< lilu II < ~ff2~ (f'{x ) - f'{x 1))'n - c n - c c n n+
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ERRATA: The proof of lema 4 must be completed by adding the
following statement: Since f(x) is a bounded decreasing
n
sequence we have that IlunII ~ o.
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